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1. INTRODUCTION

Concentrating solar power (CSP) is almost unique amongst renewable energy technologies in that 
it can supply controllable power on demand to consumers. Through the integration of hybridization or 
thermal energy storage, CSP plants can continue generating power during cloud passages or at night, which 
makes them ideally suited to form the backbone of a future low-carbon electricity grid, providing reliable 
generation capacity to support other renewable energy technologies.

However, despite these promising attributes, electricity from CSP plants remains more expensive 
than from solar photovoltaics and wind. As dispatchability is not currently valued by the majority of 
incentive schemes, CSP plants cannot exploit their unique characteristics and deployment has slowed in 
recent years. Central to the challenges faced by CSP is the fact that over 80% of all installed capacity is still 
based on low temperature parabolic trough technology, developed nearly 30 years ago. More recent central 
receiver systems operate at higher temperatures; however, electricity costs are still high, making 
investments highly dependent on subsidies. In order to achieve significant cost reductions, a step change in 
CSP technology is needed.

Increasing the efficiency of CSP plants is seen as key to reducing electricity costs, as this will 
contribute to reduce the size of the solar field, which is the most expensive component of the power plant. 
As such, the highest efficiency solar collector technology should be combined with the highest efficiency 
thermal power block, and one option, first proposed by Karni, is to employ parabolic dish concentrators 
combined with a combined-cycle power block, to give a solar dish combined cycle power plant.

2. Solar dish power generation systems
Solar dish systems are currently the solar power technology that has demonstrated the highest 

conversion efficienc. However, due to optical constraints, the size of a single dish is limited, with typical 
thermal outputs in the region of 45 to 75 kWth. As such, they are commonly used for distributed power 
generation, combined with either Stirling engines or micro-turbine power blocks, with electrical outputs 
between 15 and 25 kWe per uni.. The ability to hybridize the power block with diesel, or locally-produced 
biofuels, increases the reliability and availability of dish systems compared to stand-alone photovoltaic 

Abstract:

A novel solar power plant concept is presented, based on the use of a coupled 
network of hybrid solar-dish micro gas-turbines, driving a centralized heat recovery 
steam generator and steam-cycle, thereby seeking to combine the high efficiency of the 
solar dish collector with a combined-cycle power block. A 150 MWe solar power plant 
was designed based on this concept and compared with both a conventional combined-
cycle power plant and a hybrid solar-tower combined-cycle. The solar dish combined-
cycle power plant could reach higher levels of solar integration than other concepts but 
was shown to be more expensive with current technology; solar electricity costs are 
double those of the hybrid solar-tower combined cycle.
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installations, and reduces costs when compared with expensive battery storage. Small-scale solar 
polygeneration systems have been studied in detail by the authors, and have been shown to be economically 
attractive for off-grid applications.

When moving towards utility-scale applications, the standard approach has been to simply 
combine a large number of solar dish units at a single location to form a dish farm with the desired capacity. 
However, the size of the individual solar collectors and power conversion units remains small, leading to 
high specific costs. As such, despite the high efficiency of solar dish systems, their cost of electricity 
remains higher than central receiver or parabolic trough power plants, which are able to harness the 
economies of scale associated with larger solar fields and power blocks to reduce electricity costs, despite 
their lower conversion efficiencies.

 The solar dish micro gas-turbine combined cycle power plant
The solar dish micro gas-turbine combined cycle (MGTCC) is an alternative to conventional solar 

dish farms, which seeks to combine the high efficiency of the solar dish collector with economies of scale 
from the use of large combined-cycle power blocks. The power plant consists of an array of hybrid solar 
dish micro gas-turbines (MGTs) from which the exhaust gases are collected and used to drive a single large 
steam-cycle, giving a utility-scale CSP plant. Hybrid operation is an attractive feature of the MGTCC, 
facilitating control and ensuring the availability of the power plant to meet demand whenever it occurs. 
Guaranteed electricity production (by supplementing solar heat with fuel when the irradiation is 
insufficient) reduces the economic risks associated with such plants.

A typical layout of an MGTCC power plant is shown schematically in Fig. 1. A piping network is 
used to collect the exhaust gases from the array of hybrid solar MGTs and deliver them to a conventional 
heat recovery steam generator and dual-pressure steam-cycle; to minimize water consumption the steam-
cycle is dry-cooled.

Contemporary metallic-rotor MGTs are designed with combustor outlet temperatures in the 
region of 900°C, a good match with the current generation of volumetric solar receivers which can operate 
with outlet temperatures up to 1000°C. The MGTCC power plant can therefore be operated using up to 
100% solar energy when irradiation conditions are favorable. As both the receiver and MGT are mounted at 
the focal spot of the solar dish collector the two can be closely integrated, simplifying operation and 
increasing efficiency. The close integration of the receiver and combustion chamber of the MGT also 
eliminates the temperatures limitations due to hot-gas piping that are encountered in larger hybrid gas-
turbine systems (where the solar receiver must be mounted at the top of the central tower); this allows the 
full potential of high-temperature volumetric receivers to be exploited by the MGTCC.

Fig. 1. Schematic layout of a solar dish micro gas-turbine combined cycle power plant.

3. Thermoeconomic modeling of the solar dish micro gas-turbine combined cycle power plant
In order to analyze the performance of the MGTCC, a 150 MWe power plant has been designed 

and evaluated using the in-house thermoeconomics tool: DYESOPT (for DYnamic Energy Systems 
OPTimiser), which is described in detail in previous works. The novel power plant is compared with both 
an equivalent unmodified utility-scale combined-cycle power plant, as well as a hybrid solar tower 
combined-cycle (HSTCC) power plant based on a single large hybrid gas-turbine coupled with heliostat 
field solar collector technology. In a previous study by the authors, the HSTCC power plant was shown to 
be the most economically attractive of the hybrid solar combined cycles configuration studied to date.

3.1. Nominal power block design
Integration of solar heat into a hybrid MGT can be done in many ways, as explored previously by 
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the authors. While internally-fired recuperated MGTs were shown to be the most cost-effective in stand-
alone applications, their exhaust temperature is too low for combined-cycle applications (in the region of 
150°C). As such, an open-cycle MGT is used in the MGTCC, as shown in Fig. 2. In order to achieve an 
exhaust temperature of 540°C, typical for F-class combined cycles [14], an open-cycle MGT with a 
combustor outlet temperature of 900°C needs to operate with a pressure ratio of 5.1:1. The open-cycle MGT 
also has the advantage of a significantly reduced weight (due to the removal of the recuperator), which will 
facilitate integration with the dish, as well as reducing costs.

                              Fig. 2. Open-cycle hybrid solar-dish micro gas-turbine.

The procedure used to establish the nominal sizing of the MGTCC power block is different than 
would be expected for a conventional combined-cycle power plant, where the gas-turbine and steam-cycles 
are simply matched and then sized to the meet the desired power output. In the case of the MGTCC a 
significant additional constraint is imposed by the maximum size (and thus collector area) of each 
individual dish unit, which limits the maximum solar heat input to the MGT. As such, if a given fraction fsol 

of the total nominal heat input to the MGT is to be supplied by the solar dish, the size of the MGT unit is 
given by Equation, as a function of the dish aperture

A , the optical efficiency of the dish opt, the thermal efficiency of the receiver , the conversion dish rec

efficiency of the MGT  and the reference solar beam radiation I  at design conditions. The maximum size MGT b

of the MGT is limited by the weight that can be mounted at the focus spot of the dish; a limit of 150 kWe has 
been considered here.

Once the size of each individual MGT has been determined, the required number of dishes N  in dish

the MGTCC array can be calculated using Equation, where EMGTCC is the desired nominal output of the 
power plant, SC is the conversion efficiency of the bottoming steam-cycle and  is the thermal efficiency pipe

of the piping network that delivers the exhaust gases from the MGT array to the central steam-

Off-design power plant performance
The off-design models of the topping gas-turbine and bottoming steam-cycle are based on the 

fixed and variable heat rate model, which distinguishes between the fixed heat that is required to drive the 
turbines at full speed and maintain synchronization with the grid (at zero output) and the variable heat that is 
required to produce power. As can be seen in Fig. 3, this model effectively captures the efficiency penalty 
for operating the power cycles at part-load conditions. In numerical terms, the heat rate model can be 
expressed using Equation, where Q is the heat input required to produce a given electrical output E, and E  nom

is the nominal output of the power unit.

Fig. 3. Fixed and variable heat rate model for thermal power cycle modeling.
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The constants A and B are determined using Equation , based on the efficiency of the power cycle 
at full load  and at 50 % load  Equation is used to model both the topping gas-turbine and bottoming nom 50.

steam-cycle, with different values of the constants A and B, based on the relevant efficiencies. In a hybrid 
MGTCC power plant more than one heat source is present, as solar heat is combined with fuel input to drive 
the MGT, and the basic heat rate model needs to be modified to take this into account, giving Equation. The 
heat input QSC for the bottoming steam-cycle is derived from the MGT exhaust; applying the conservation 
of energy to Equation, the exhaust heat QSC delivered to the steam-cycle can be determined using 
Equation.

The solar heat input to the MGT can be calculated using Equation as a function of the beam 
radiation I  and the variable thermal efficiency  of the receiver, which can be estimated directly from the b rec

current beam radiation intensity using a simple constant surface temperature model.
I ref

nom bQsol A  I  where  1 1 n  I  (7) bdish opt rec b  rec rec

Using the different the heat rate models presented above, the fuel input to the MGTCC can be 
determined as a function of the required load and the varying solar heat input. This fuel consumption can 
then be directly linked to the fuel costs and the environmental impact of the power plant.

3.3. Dish-piping network design
The dish-piping network collects the exhaust gases from each individual MGT unit and delivers 

them to the heat recovery steam generator and steam-cycle. The dish network is based on a tree-and-branch 
structure, as shown in Fig. 4, where the dish field is divided into a number of segments, each of which has a 
main pipe running out perpendicular to the central steam-cycle power block. Individual dishes are placed 
along this pipe with a given spacing l , and at each dish location the pipe branches out at 90°, along which sp

additional dishes are placed with the same spacing, until they approach too close to the segment boundary. 
Within this matrix of possible locations, dishes are placed to minimize the total piping distance, in order to 
keep both thermal and pressure losses to a minimum.

Fig. 4. Schematic layout of the dish-piping network.

Once the locations of the dishes are determined and the piping network layout is fixed, the thermal 
efficiency of the piping network can be determined. The network is modeled as a series of heat exchangers 
where the atmosphere is treated as a heat sink with an infinite heat capacity rate. Heat transfer from the 
exhaust gas to the atmosphere takes into account the forced convention within the gas, conduction through 
the piping insulation and natural convection of heat out to the air; mineral wool was assumed for the 
insulating material. Thermal losses act to reduce the heat available to the bottoming steam-cycle, 
decreasing the overall conversion efficiency of the power plant.

Pressure losses have also been calculated, using a standard hydraulic network approach with the 
Darcy-Weisbach equation used to calculate the head loss; additional mixing pressure losses were 
considered at each pipe intersection. Pressure losses increase the back-pressure to the MGTs, which results 
in an efficiency penalty.

Equipment cost functions and electricity costs
The total construction cost C  for the hybrid MGTCC power plant takes into account the cost of the 0

power block (including the MGT units, the integrated solar receivers, the piping network and the bottoming 
steam-cycle) the cost of the solar dish equipment, the cost of equipment installation, the costs associated 
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with engineering and procurement as well as contingency costs.
An overview of the capital costs for the power plant components is given in Table 1. Costs for the 

simple-cycle MGT unit are taken from Bowman Power Systems, and are lower than for conventional 
domestic MGTs due to the removal of the recuperator, which represents a significant fraction of the total 
cost. Costs for the solar dish collectors and the pressurized air receiver are taken from SolarPACES figures, 
while costs for the bottoming steam-cycle are taken from the Gas Turbine World handbook. Costs for the 
piping network are taken from Nordman . Installation costs were assumed to be 15% of the capital costs  
and the costs of engineering and procurement to be 5% of the installed cost ; contingency costs were 
estimated as 10% of the installed cost.

Table 1. Capital and maintenance costs for the power plant components.

The costs for the MGT are based on an 80 kW  unit; however, the size of the MGT can vary e

considerably as the solar share is changed. Smaller units will increase the specific costs, resulting in 
proportionally more expensive units. The total cost of the MGT unit can be scaled using Equation to take 
this into account.

The annual maintenance costs of the power plant C , includes both fixed and variable costs as mnt

well as cycling costs, which result from the start-up and shutdown of the power block. An overview of the 
fixed and variable maintenance costs for the different power plant components is also given Table 1. 
Maintenance costs were obtained from the same sources as the capital costs, with the split between fixed 
and variable costs calculated based on the work of Johnson. The solar dishes and piping are exposed to the 
weather, and thus require maintenance regardless of use; no variable costs are associated with these 
components. Maintenance costs due to cycling can be determined using the equivalent operating hours 
approach.

The levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) can be calculated using Equation, where C  is the annual fuel

fuel cost and E  is the net annual electricity production. The annuity factor is calculated based on the net

interest rate i and the power plant operating lifetime n . Standard values for these financing parameters can op

be obtained from the ECOSTAR report [18], giving = 9.88%.
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Power 
Plant 

Component 

Capital 
Cost 

Fixed 
O&M 

Variable 
O&M  

    
Solar Dish 
Collectors 

425 
USD/m2 

2.33 
USD/m2yr 

- 

Pressurized 
Air 

Receiver 

185 
USD/kWth 

11.0 
USD/kWthyr 

0.69 
USD/MWhth 

Micro Gas-
Turbine (80 

kWe) 

962 
USD/kWe 

24.9 
USD/kWeyr 

1.49 
USD/MWhe 

Gas Piping 
Network 

520 
USD/m 

2.86 
USD/m·yr 

- 

Bottoming 
Steam 
Cycle 

1478 
USD/kWe 

28.3 
USD/kWeyr 

0.96 
USD/MWhe 

 

   n o m  0.7 

C  
M G T  C  8 0 k W  

E
M G T  

(8 )  
 

 M G T  
8 0 k W  
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Of further interest is the levelized cost of the solar-derived electricity (LCOE ), determined using sol

Equation (10) based on the price at which the solar electricity must be sold in order to be able to sell the 
fossil-derived share of the electricity at the same price (LCOE ) as the unmodified CCGT power plant; the ref

solannual value of f  is used.

4. Thermoeconomic analysis
Having established a thermoeconomic model of the hybrid MGTCC power plant, this model can 

now be used to analyze the performance of the system. The power plant is designed for a nominal output of 
150 MWe, and the performance of the individual power plant components is summarized in Table 2. The 
performance of the reference combined-cycle and HSTCC power plants can be calculated using the models 
established in a previous work .

The performance of the MGTCC power plant depends on a number of meteorological and 
economic boundary conditions. The power plant is assumed to be located in Kuraymat, Egypt, at 29.2°N, 
with an annual direct normal insolation of 2431 kWh/m2yr [26]; radiation data was taken from the 
HelioClim3 service. A price of 25.1 USD/MWhth was assumed for natural gas, which was taken to be an 
85-10-5 mixture of methane, ethane and propane, giving a lower heating value of 49.6 MJ/kg and a carbon 
content of 75.8% by weight. The power plants are assumed to be operated at full load between 7 am and 11 
pm, regardless of the solar irradiation conditions.

Table 2. Power plant component efficiencies.

Nominal Component Efficiencies

Having fixed the system specifications and boundary conditions, the design parameters can be 
chosen. In this work, focus is placed the sizing of the solar equipment and, as such, the main design 
parameter for the MGTCC concerns selection of the nominal solar share of the MGT unit. This will 
influence the sizing of the MGT units and the operating temperature of the receiver; a maximum 
temperature of 900°C is considered, allowing 100% solar operation when conditions are favorable. For the 
HSTCC power plant, a nominal receiver temperature of 800°C is considered due to piping constraints, 
giving a nominal solar share of 33.7%; only the heliostat field size is varied.

4.1. Thermoeconomic performance of the solar dish micro gas-turbine combined cycle power plant
The first performance factor considered is the economic viability of the power plant. The specific 

costs of the MGTCC and HSTCC power plants are shown in Fig. 5, and the behavior of the two systems is 
very different. Unlike the HSTCC configuration, where there is a fixed power block cost increase for 
hybridization of the topping gas-turbine (due receiver integration and construction of the central tower and 
piping), the specific cost of the MGTCC power block increases as the annual solar share increases. As can 
be seen in Fig. 6, this is due to the fact that as the solar share increases, the size of the MGT units decreases, 
due to the limited solar heat input that can be provided by a single dish (see §3.1); this results in an increase 
in the specific cost of the MGT. The number of dishes also rises with increasing solar shares, leading to an 
increase in piping and solar collector costs.
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C0 
CmntC 

fuel 
  

i  1  i 
nop 

 

LCOE 
  

where  
 

 (9) 
 Enet 

1  i nop     
1 

 

LCOE sol 
LCOE   1  f sol    LCOE ref 

(10) 
f
 sol 

  

 

Micro Gas-Turbine    15   [%] 

Bottoming Steam-ycle     31   [%] 
Pressurized Air eceiver    78   [%] 

Solar Dish Collector      87   [%] 
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Fig. 5. Hybrid power plant specific costs.   Fig. 6. Micro gas-turbine unit sizing and numbers.

The influence of solar integration on the cost of electricity is shown in Fig. 7, both in terms of the 
overall LCOE (solid line) and the LCOE of the solar-derived electricity (dashed-line). It can be seen that 
while the MGTCC power plant reaches higher solar shares than the HSTCC, with a maximum of 42.7% for 
the MGTCC compared to 25.5% for the HSTCC, its electricity costs are significantly higher. At low-to-
moderate annual solar shares, the overall LCOE of the HSTCC is only 12.2% higher than the unmodified 
combined-cycle power plant, compared to 63.4% for the MGTCC. When examining the solar LCOE, it can 
be seen that while the optimal MGTCC configuration provides a 12.5% reduction in costs compared to a 
pure-solar dish MGT system (using a recuperated MGT), solar electricity costs are still 46.1% higher than 
from a contemporary molten-salt tower CSP plant [22], making the MGTCC configuration uncompetitive. 
The optimal HSTCC configuration, on the other hand, offers a 26.8% reduction in solar electricity costs 
compared to the molten-salt tower CSP plant.

Fig. 7. Hybrid power plant specific costs.                  Fig. 8. Hybrid power plant efficiencies.

A significant factor in the poor economic performance of the MGTCC power plant is the lower 
power block efficiency of this configuration. The low efficiency of the topping MGT (15%, compared to 
~38% for a typical combined-cycle gas-turbine) shifts power production to the bottoming-cycle, resulting 
in a 16.1%-point penalty to the power-block efficiency. As a result of this lower fuel conversion efficiency, 
the solar fraction of electricity must be sold at a high price in order for the fuel-derived electricity to be 
competitive with the reference combined-cycle.

This poor conversion efficiency also harms the environmental performance of the power plant. As 
shown in Fig. 8, the MGTCC must operate with an annual solar share of at least 33.1% in order to simply 
reach the same fuel efficiency as an unmodified combined-cycle power plant, whereas the HSTCC can 
effectively harness the solar energy to reach fuel-efficiencies in the region of 74%, offering significant 
reductions in power plant emissions.

4.2. Optimal power plant designs
Using the solar LCOE, optimal power plant configurations can be identified for both the MGTCC 

and HSTCC configurations, and are compared against the reference combined-cycle power plant in Table 
3. The lower power block efficiency of the MGTCC can clearly be seen, along with the shift of power 
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capacity to the bottoming steam-cycle. Emissions from the optimal MGTCC are actually 1.7% higher than 
from an unmodified combined-cycle power plant, making the MGTCC configuration unattractive from 
both economic and environmental standpoints.

Table 3. Comparative performance of the optimal power plant designs.

5. CONCLUSIONS
A detailed techno-economic analysis has been performed for a novel 150 MWe hybrid solar dish 

micro gas-turbine combined-cycle power plant, based on the use of a coupled network of hybrid solar-dish 
micro gas-turbines, driving a centralized heat recovery steam generator and steam-cycle, thereby seeking 
to combine the high efficiency of the solar dish collector with a high-efficiency and low-cost combined-
cycle power block.

With the system specifications considered in this work, the higher specific cost of the micro gas-
turbine units and the lower power block efficiency of the novel cycle concept result in increases in both the 
upfront capital costs and the levelized electricity costs. The optimal design has a predicted solar electricity 
cost of 231 USD/MWhe, 46.1% higher than from a contemporary molten-salt tower CSP plant. At the same 
time, emissions are 1.7% higher than from a standard unmodified combined-cycle power plant, making the 
micro gas-turbine combined-cycle appear to be both economically and environmentally unattractive with 
current technology.

A key challenge when drawing conclusions from this work lies in the fact that both the hybrid solar 
combined-cycle concepts analyzed are currently prototype systems, and considerable effort is needed to 
bring them to maturity. Significant cost reductions have been observed for central receiver systems in 
recent years as deployment has accelerated, and it is likely that mass production would yield similar costs 
reductions for solar dish systems. Furthermore, advances in solar micro-turbine technology, such as closer 
receiver integration, will increase power block performance and bring down costs, allowing the true 
potential of hybrid solar dish micro gas-turbine combined-cycle power plants to be unlocked, especially in 
high solar-share configurations.
As such, in addition to being ideally suited for small-scale stand-alone and off-grid applications, hybrid 
solar dish micro gas-turbines also have great potential for utility-scale power production. Future studies 
will seek to further refine and optimize the design of these hybrid systems and identify the most efficient 
and cost-effective solutions.
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Power Plant 
Performance 

Reference 
MGTCC HSTCC  

CCGT 
Nominal 
Power 
Output 

150 150 150 [MWe] 

Power Block 
Efficiency 

57.2 38.2 55.4 [%] 

Gas-Turbine 
Capacity 

99.6 56.2 100.5 [MWe] 

Steam-Cycle 
Capacity 

50.4 105.6 56.3 [MWe] 

Nominal 
Solar Share 

- 66.4 33.7 [%] 

Annual Solar 
Share 

- 32.0 17.8 [%] 

Overall 
Electricity 

Cost 
65.8 118 74.7 [USD/MWhe] 

Solar 
Electricity 

Cost 
- 231 116 [USD/MWhe] 

Specific CO2 
Emissions 

402 409 341 [kgCO2/MWhe] 
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